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Abstract

Analysis of reliability and energy consumption in
industrial wireless sensor networks

Johan Ersvik

Wireless sensor networks have attracted the interest of the process industry. A
process plant typically contains thousands of devices, monitoring or controlling the
process. Today, all these devices are usually connected with wires. Using wireless
technology simplifies deployment of new devices  in a network and eliminates the
need for extensive wiring. But wireless communication is also more sensitive than its
wired counterpart. Therefore work is needed to make wireless sensor networks a
viable option in many applications. Important issues are, for example, robustness,
energy efficiency, and latency. One of the leading communication protocols for
industrial wireless sensor networks is the WirelessHART protocol. This thesis
investigates three ways of improving performance of the protocol, in terms of
reliability and energy requirements. First, the structure of a WirelessHART packet is
studied and the removal of certain fields is suggested to make the communication
overhead smaller. Second, forward error correcting codes are evaluated using
simulations in MATLAB. Third, measurement experiments in actual industrial
environments are conducted where radio signals are transmitted and received. The
variability of the received signal strength is measured and the effect that polarization
diversity has on the signal variability is analyzed. The findings indicate that substantial
improvements can be attained by employing polarization diversity, which can reduce
channel variability and increase the expected signal strength significantly. The
improvements in channel gain can be on the order of several tens of dB. The
evaluations of forward error correcting codes show that the reliability is improved,
with a channel gain of 3 dB. The study of the WirelessHART packet structure indicate
that the packet sizes can be reduced by 15%. In turn, this also reduces energy
requirements and packet error rates by 15%. This is equivalent to a gain in SNR on
the order of a tenth of a dB.
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Sammanfattning
(Summary in Swedish)

Inom processindustrin, exempelvis pappersproduktion och st̊alvalsning, har intresset för att
använda s̊a kallade tr̊adlösa sensornätverk (Wireless Sensor Networks) vuxit under senare år.
En typisk fabrik använder tusentals sensorer och ställdon för avläsning respektive styrning
av exempelvis tryck, temperatur och vätskeflöde. D̊a majoriteten av kontrollsystemen idag
inte är tr̊adlösa innebär detta en stor mängd kablar till sensorer och ställdon. Detta försv̊arar
installation och byte av komponenter i fabriken. För att förverkliga användandet av tr̊adlösa
system i industriella miljöer krävs ytterligare forskning för möta krav p̊a tillförlitlighet,
tidsfördröjning och energiförbrukning. Detta examensarbete, gjort under handledning av
ABB, syftar till att undersöka hur tr̊adlösa sensornätverk kan förbättras för att möjliggöra
användning i processindustrin i större skala. Sensornoderna i ett tr̊adlöst sensornätverk är
ofta batteridrivna vilket ställer stora krav p̊a energiförbrukning d̊a en livslängd p̊a flera år
ofta är nödvändig. Dessutom innebär tr̊adlös kommunikation större känslighet för störningar
i miljön d̊a radiokommunikationen kan blockeras av fysiska objekt i fabriken, n̊agot som inte
p̊averkar kommunikation genom kabel. Detta kan leda till att information blir fördröjd eller
i värsta fall inte n̊ar fram.

Centralt i tr̊adlös kommunikation är nätverksprotokollet som specificerar standarden för
hur olika enheter kommunicerar med varandra. Ett av de ledande protokollen för industriella
tr̊adlösa sensornätverk är WirelessHART-protokollet. Standarden styrs av HART Commu-
nication Foundation, ett konsortium best̊aende av över 230 företag, där bland annat ABB
ing̊ar. Kommunikationen i protokollet är schemalagd i tidsluckor om vardera 10 millisekun-
der. I varje tidslucka kan ett paket med upp till 127 byte information sändas.

Detta examensarbete fokuserar p̊a energiförbrukning och tillförlitlighet för tr̊adlös kom-
munikation i industriella miljöer. Energiförbrukningen i detta sammanhang avser främst den
energi noderna i det tr̊adlösa nätverket använder för radiokommunikation. Tillförlitlighet
syftar p̊a att information kommer fram och att det sker med minimal tidsfördröjning. Om
kommunikationsförh̊allandena är d̊aliga kan flera omsändningar vara nödvändigt vilket leder
till att fördröjningen blir större. Undersökningen i det här arbetet har delats in i tre delar,
förklarade nedan.

Den första delen undersöker hur paketstrukturen i WirelessHART ser ut och om det
är möjligt att minska storleken p̊a paketen. L̊angt ifr̊an hela paketet inneh̊aller informa-
tion som temperaturvärden och styrsignaler. Merparten utgörs av information om exempel-
vis paketlängd, avsändare, mottagare och funktionalitet för autentisering. Paketstrukturen
är viktig d̊a paketets storlek avgör hur mycket energi som krävs i radioöverföringen. En
mindre paketstorlek minskar ocks̊a ocks̊a sannolikheten för att paketet inneh̊aller fel efter
överföringen.

Den andra delen analyserar felrättande koder (Forward Error Correcting codes) och hur
dessa kan förbättra prestanda i WirelessHART-protokollet. Effekten av felrättande koder
beräknas teoretisk med hjälp av datorprogrammet MATLAB. Felrättande koder möjliggör
för mottagaren att korrigera ett antal bitfel i paketet och minskar därmed behovet av paket-
omsändningar som ökar b̊ade energiförbrukning och tidsfördröjning. Omvänt kan mindre
energi användas i överföringen, med bibeh̊allen felsannolikhet.

Den tredje delen är till stor del experimentell, med mätningar utförda i tv̊a fabriker — en
gruva och ett pappersbruk. Experimenten som genomförts best̊ar av mätningar av radiosig-
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nalstyrka mellan ett antal olika platser i fabrikslokalen. Syftet var att samla in information
om hur signalstyrkan kan variera beroende p̊a tid och rum i en miljö där WirelessHART och
tr̊adlösa sensornätverk kan tänkas användas i framtiden. Här undersöktes ocks̊a effekten av
att använda olika polarisationer i signalerna, exempelvis horisontellt och vertikalt polarisera-
de signaler. Radiosignaler, som är en typ av elektromagnetisk str̊alning, kan vara polariserade
i olika riktningar. Polarisationen kan p̊averkar hur bra signalens framkomst är runt olika hin-
der i miljön och p̊averkar därmed hur mycket signalenergi som anländer till fr̊an sändaren till
mottagaren. Polarisation kan utnyttjas i tr̊adlös kommunikation genom att man exempelvis
har tillg̊ang till tv̊a polarisationer p̊a mottagarsidan, och väljer den polarisationen som ger
störst signalstyrka.

Slutsatserna av dessa tre delar är att störst vinst kan uppn̊as genom att utnyttja flera olika
polarisationer i radioöverföringen, det vill säga att polarisation väljs adaptivt beroende p̊a de
aktuella radioförh̊allandena. Den teoretiska simuleringarna visar att näst störst förbättring
f̊as genom implementering av felrättande koder i radioöverföringen. Undersökningen av pro-
tokollstruktur visar att en viss förbättring kan f̊as i energiförbrukning och tillförlitlighet även
här, men skillnaden är betydligt mindre här än i de tv̊a övriga delarna.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In recent years, monitoring and controlling industrial processes using wireless digital commu-
nication has attracted a lot of interest in the process industry. A process plant uses a large
amount of sensors and actuators to monitor and control the process. Most control systems
in use today are wired, which comes with a number of disadvantages. The amount of wires
required in a typical plant is overwhelming. Flexibility is limited since adding new devices
to the system requires installation of new wires between the controller and the device. To
improve on this, many companies, such as, e.g., ABB, are investigating how to make Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSN) a viable option for monitoring and control of industrial processes.
A WSN consists of multiple sensor nodes distributed in an environment, where they typically
monitor various properties. Applications include measuring pH and humidity in precision
agriculture and structural integrity of buildings, bridges and pipelines [1]. Since the nodes
in a WSN are often battery powered and the required lifetime often is on the order of years,
the energy requirements are very strict. This places great demands on the wireless sensor
technology.

An important piece of ABB’s wireless initiative is the WirelessHARTTM protocol, which
specifies how sensor nodes communicate with the central gateway. WirelessHART is a wire-
less extension made to the pre-existing HARTTM protocol. The HART protocol specifies
how control signals and measurement data are propagated between measurement devices,
actuators, and controllers. HART has been in use in the process industry since the 1980s
and there are millions of HART enabled devices in use today. The HART protocol is gov-
erned by the HART Communication Foundation (HCF), a consortium with over 230 member
companies, including ABB [2].

The WirelessHART specification was first released in 2007, as a part of HART version
7. It provides backwards compatibility with the millions of existing wired HART devices
through a wireless adapter. It is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [3] for the 2.4 GHz
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band. It employs Direct-Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) and Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (OQPSK) for modulation. The
IEEE 802.15.4 standard is designed for low-power, short-range networks with battery pow-
ered applications [4]. Other notable users of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol include ZigBee, a
standard for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN). ZigBee is used in, e.g., agriculture,
military, and traffic manager applications, see, e.g., [5] [1].

WirelessHART supports error handling, routing, and encryption based security and au-
thentication. Nonetheless, there are limitations as to what can be achieved with the current
standard. Currently, WirelessHART employs an Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) scheme
and rerouting to guarantee delivery of data packets. In some challenging environments, it
has been observed that packets are never delivered despite many retransmission attempts.
They end up blocking the network, resulting in decreased throughput and increased latency.
The repeated transmission attempts also lead to higher energy expenditure. The desire to
eliminate the power line wiring when using wireless communication imposes great demands
on the battery consumption of the wireless devices. An industrial process can easily be
equipped with thousands of devices. Since changing batteries is costly in terms of manual
labour, a battery lifetime of several years is necessary. In order to make WirelessHART a vi-
able option in most monitor and control applications, the reliability and energy expenditure
must be improved.
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The use of Forward Error Correcting (FEC) codes in battery constrained applications
have previously been discussed and investigated in the literature [6] [7] [8]. FEC coding
has the potential to increase reliability by improved Packet Error Rates (PER), thereby
decreasing the number of retransmissions needed. One can then obtain both improved latency
and decreased energy consumption of the network nodes. To maximize the efficiency of FEC
codes the code strength should be adapted to the current channel state [6]. The worse the
channel conditions, the stronger the FEC code should be. However, to obtain an optimized
coding strategy, more research regarding the inclusion of FEC codes and the feedback of
Channel State Information (CSI) into the WirelessHART standard is needed.

In order to develop energy efficient and reliable solutions for wireless communication
knowledge of the radio environment is essential. For example, the variability in received
signal strength indicates how much output power is needed to meet certain Packet Error
Rate (PER) requirements. Real-life measurement data from industrial environments provide
the foundation for this. Through experiments in industrial environments one can analyze the
typical variability of measured signal strengths as well as study the impact of using multiple
antennas for communication, a technique known as diversity combining. In particular, this
report will consider the use of multiple antennas where the polarizations differ, so called
polarization diversity.

Measurements have been conducted in an underground mine tunnel [9] where the am-
plitude distribution of the received radio signal is estimated. Efforts have also been made
to investigate the radio environment on board a ship for the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz ISM
bands [10]. However, the amount of available data from measurements in industrial control
environments is limited. In order to fully analyze possible performance improvements, such
as polarization diversity, more measurement data is needed.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate different ways to improve the performance of
wireless sensor networks to enable their use for wireless monitoring and control. In particular,
the report aims to improve the WirelessHART protocol in terms of energy requirements and
reliability. The work is divided into three independent parts. In the first part we examine
the structure of a packet in WirelessHART to find possible reductions in header size. The
overhead from headers in the WirelessHART protocol can be large compared to the amount
of actual data. In the second part we investigate the inclusion of Forward Error Correcting
(FEC) codes into WirelessHART and how FEC code and transmitter power can be adapted
to the channel conditions in order to minimize energy consumption. We calculate the possible
energy and reliability improvements that are theoretically attainable. The third part is based
on experimental measurement campaigns conducted in two real-life industrial environments.
The space as well as the time diversity inherent in these environments are analyzed. In
particular we study the effects of employing polarization diversity.

We conclude the report with a comparison of the performance impact of the above-
mentioned three parts and an analysis of where the largest improvements can be obtained.

1.3 Abbreviations and Acronyms

For a list of abbreviations and acronyms used in this report, see Table 1.

1.4 Structure

This report is organized as follows.
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Table 1: List of abbreviations and acronyms.

ACK Acknowledgement

ARQ Automated Repeat reQuest

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

BCH code A type of binary block code

BER Bit Error Rate

CCA Clear Channel Assessment

CHA Coded Header Approach

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check

CSI Channel State Information

DLPDU Data-Link Protocol Data Unit

DSSS Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum

FEC Forward Error Correcting

HARQ Hybrid ARQ

HCF HART Communication Foundation

LOS Line-Of-Sight

MAC Medium Access Cdontrol

MIC Message Integrity Code

NCS Normalized Channel State

OQPSK Offset QPSK

PER Packet Error Rate

QPSK Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying

RS code Reed-Solomon code - a type of symbol level block code

RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

UHA Uncoded Header Approach

WSN Wireless Sensor Network
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Section 1 (this section) gives a background to and describes the purpose of the report.
It also contains a list of abbreviations and acronyms used.

Section 2 explains the theory needed to understand this report. It introduces the basics
of wireless digital communication including FEC codes and channel fading models.

Section 3 describes the method used to obtain the results. It is divided into three parts
dealing with reducing overhead in the WirelessHART protocol structure, analysis of FEC
performance improvements, and industrial measurement experiments on polarization diver-
sity, respectively.

Section 4 presents the results obtained in the three parts mentioned: WirelessHART pro-
tocol structure, analysis of FEC performance improvements, and measurement experiments.
Estimations of the gains attainable are given for the different parts.

Section 5 draws conclusions from the results. It compares the three parts and aims to
provide an answer to where the largest improvements can be made to the WirelessHART
protocol.

Section 6 points to further research that should be carried out with regard to incorporat-
ing FEC into WirelessHART. It also suggests future measurement experiments that could
provide useful data for future versions of the WirelessHART protocol.
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2 Theory

In this section we will explain the theory needed to understand the work of the report.

2.1 Transmitting digital information

Transmitting digital bits of information is usually done by representing groups of bits as a
modulation symbol. A symbol can represent one or more bits, depending on the modulation
type. Upon transmission the symbol is multiplied by a carrier wave. The carrier wave has
the shape of a sine wave or cosine wave. It is common to exploit the linear independence
of the sine wave and the cosine wave. Two pulse shapes can be transmitted simultaneously
by multiplying one on a cosine wave and the other on a sine wave and summing the re-
sulting waveforms. They can later be separated at the receiver side, thanks to their linear
independence. The component that is multiplied on a cosine wave is called the in-phase (I)
branch and the sine wave component is called the quadrature (Q) branch. The resulting
transmitted symbol is usually represented mathematically as a complex number, where the
I and Q components are the and imaginary components, respectively.

In Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) in-phase and quadrature branches are used
and each symbol is represented by a number in the complex plane, all with the same distance
from origo but with different phase angles. Four possible symbol values are valid which
means that one symbol represents two bits of information. In WirelessHART and the IEEE
802.15.4 standard Offset QPSK (OQPSK) is used. OQPSK is the same as QPSK except
the Q-branch and I-branch are offset with different a time delay which reduces the signal’s
amplitude fluctuations.

When receiving a complex symbol value it is not necessarily an exact match against one
of the allowed symbol values due to noise and the analog nature of wave transmission. The
received symbols are said to be soft since they can be any complex number. A hard decision
is made by quantizing the soft symbol values, thereby making a decision on which of the
possible symbols that was most likely transmitted. After a hard decision has been made only
four discrete values are possible in QPSK. When using error correcting codes the error rates
can be improved by retaining the soft symbol values in the decoding process.

2.2 Error control schemes

Guaranteed delivery of information is a requirement for many types of digital communica-
tion. Transmitting information usually involves dividing data into units called packets that
are transmitted individually. Detecting errors in a packet is typically done by including a
checksum, such as a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). The most common ways of dealing
with transmission errors are Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), Forward Error Correction
(FEC), and Hybrid ARQ (HARQ).

ARQ is a method where packet errors are dealt with by retransmitting the packet. Packets
can be retransmitted as many times as needed for the packet to be received without errors.
In the FEC method an error correcting code is added to the message which enables the
receiver to detect and correct a certain number of errors. FEC codes are explained further
in Section 2.3. HARQ combines ARQ and FEC by both using error correcting codes and if
necessary retransmitting the packet. [6] compares the performance of ARQ, HARQ and FEC
as well as an algorithm that adaptively, depending on Received Signal Strength Indicator
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(RSSI) feedback, chooses between ARQ and HARQ. This adaptive mechanism was found to
be the most energy efficient.

2.3 Forward error correcting codes

Forward error correcting (FEC) is a form of coding of the information bits that allows a
receiver to both detect and correct errors in the transmitted message, thus in many cases
eliminating the need for retransmission upon error. The principle is that more bits than the
actual data bits are sent, resulting in a longer coded message. The ratio of the number of
data bits to the number of coded bits is called the code rate. The ability to correct errors
depends on code rate as well as the code type. There are many types of FEC codes, a few
of them are listed below:

• Linear Block Codes

• Convolutional Codes

• Turbo Codes

• Repetition codes

Linear block codes is group of codes that include among others Bose-Chadhuri-Hocquenghem
(BCH) codes and Reed-Solomon (RS) Codes. BCH and RS codes share the same design prin-
ciple. They both take a number of symbols, forming a block of symbols, and add additional
symbols to form a coded block. Note that the code symbols mentioned in this section should
not be confused with the modulation symbols referred to in Section 2.1. The most important
difference is that BCH codes are binary codes while RS codes are not. This means that a
BCH symbol is simply one bit whereas an RS symbol comprises a number of (indicated by
the letter m) bits. With this distinction in mind, the principle behind the two block codes
can be explained in the same way. The symbols forming a message are grouped into blocks
of size k symbols. To each block a number of extra symbols are added, forming a coded block
of total length n symbols. The extra symbols do not contain any additional information and
are thus called redundant symbols. This redundant data makes it possible to detect errors.
The code type and the n and k parameters determine the number of errors that can be
corrected in a single block. This number is called the error correctability and will be denoted
by t. A common and convenient notation that we will use for denoting code and parameter
values is code(n, k) or sometimes code(n, k, t), e.g., BCH(31,16).

As mentioned in Section 2.1 the decoding process can use soft bits, which improves the
performance compared to hard bits. Because of the increased complexity it is not normally
used in energy constrained applications such as WSN.

BCH and RS codes have been widely reported as suitable choices for WSN. In [7] BCH
codes are compared with convolutional codes in terms of energy efficiency. BCH codes are
found to outperform the most energy efficient convolutional code by almost 15%. BCH, RS,
and convolutional codes are compared in [11] in terms of Bit Error Rate (BER) and energy
consumption, assuming a Gaussian transmission channel. They conclude that BCH codes
are the best choice for WSN. The same codes are compared in [12]. Here a Rayleigh fading
channel is assumed and this time RS codes are found to be the best choice for WSN.

The conflicting conclusions in [11] and [12] might be explained by their differing channel
assumptions. It is well-known that RS are suitable in conditions when errors occur in clusters
rather than independently, i.e., errors occur in bursts. A possible cause of error burst are
temporary drops in RSSI. In Rayleigh fading environments such drops are common and
severe as we will see in Subsection 2.7.1.

6



Turbo codes are very powerful but too complex for our purposes. Repetition coding,
however, is a simple form of coding that will be considered. They work by simply repeating
the message a number of times, Nreps. Before a hard decision is made to determine the value
of a bit or symbol, the soft average is taken of Nreps bits. Taking the soft average means
that no hard decision is taken on the individual bits, i.e., they are still represented as a
floating point number in the complex plane. The hard decision is made only after summing
the individual bits. In effect this increases the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) per symbol by a
factor Nreps. If the SNR per uncoded bit is Eb/N0, the resulting SNR per repetition coded
bit, Eb,coded/N0, is given by:

Eb,coded
N0

= Nreps ·
Eb
N0

. (2.1)

As a result of the increased SNR, the BER is improved.

2.4 Adaptive coding

In order to handle the varying states of a transmission channel effectively one can use adap-
tive coding and power. This means that output power and FEC code can change between
transmissions, utilizing what is known about the current channel state.

CSI can be passed to the sender by a feedback mechanism where the receiver always
acknowledges the received message. The RSSI is one of the more important properties of the
channel state but feedback could also include other measurements, such as the variability of
the signal strength. The sender can then use that data to adjust power and FEC code for
the next transmission.

The sender could either assume that channel state is the same on its next transmission
or an adaptive algorithm that estimates the channel from the previous known channel state
information could be used. Noise in the channel state estimation can have a large impact
on performance of adaptive coding, even if there is no delay between channel estimation
and data transmission [13]. Thus, if the channel state changes between transmissions it is
important to use a good estimator since that last received value will no longer be correct. [14]
demonstrates that an autoregressive model is a good channel predictor. We will, however,
not investigate channel predictors further in this report.

2.5 Interleaving

Interleaving is a technique to reduce the effect of error bursts in the transmitted bit sequence.
Error bursts degrade the performance of BCH codes since they can only correct up to a
certain number of errors per block. Thus it is desirable that the errors are evenly spread
among the message bits. If the number of error bits in a single block is bigger than the error
correctability of the code, then the receiver will not be able to restore the message.

The idea behind interleaving is that, after encoding the message, the order of the bits are
rearranged in a predefined way before transmission. At the other end the receiver restores
the bit order before decoding the message. The effect is that burst errors, consecutive bits
with errors, are spread out evenly over the whole bit sequence. This reduces the probability
that the number of bit errors in a block exceeds the error correctability of the code. To
understand the effect of spreading errors more evenly, consider a coded packet containing 2
blocks, a total of 2 bit errors, and an error correctability of 1. If the two bit errors occur
in the same block the code will not be able to restore the data and a retransmission might
be necessary. Having a single error in both blocks would pose no problems since it does not
exceed the error correctability of the code. The message can then be decoded correctly and
no retransmission is necessary.
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A drawback of using interleaving is that it introduces latency. In order to decode a coding
block all symbols must first be received. When symbols are interleaved the whole packet
must be received before decoding can begin.

Since BCH codes are bit level codes it is often used in conjunction with bit interleaving.
RS codes, being a symbol level code, do not benefit from bit interleaving as much.

2.6 Packet error rates

Given the probability of bit error, Pb, the packet error probability, Pp, can be calculated
assuming an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel which implies that bit errors
are independent. This will be assumed in the following calculations. Consider first the case
when no FEC codes are used and packets have a size of Nbits bits. In this case the packet
error probability is given by

Pp = 1− (1− Pb)Nbits (2.2)

When using a block code such as RS codes or BCH codes we need to know the error correcting
capability, t of the code. For RS codes this is simple once parameters n and k are known:

t =

⌊
n− k

2

⌋
. (2.3)

For BCH codes there is no simple relation depending on only n and k.

Since RS codes are symbol based codes a block consists of symbols, which in turn consist
of bits. The symbol error probability is given by the relation

Psym = 1− (1− Pb)m. (2.4)

where, as before, m is the number of bits per symbol. The probability that a decoded block
contains an error is equivalent to the probability that the coded block contains more than t
symbol errors. The error probability is given by

Pblock =

n∑
i=t+1

(
n

i

)
P isym(1− Psym)n−i. (2.5)

The block error probability for BCH codes is identical except bit error probabilities are used
instead of symbol error probabilities in equation 2.5.

The packet error probability is now obtained similarly to how the packet error rate
for uncoded packets were calculated. Instead of N independent bits, now consider Nblocks

independent blocks:

Pp,coded = 1− (1− Pblock)Nblocks (2.6)

where Nblocks is given by

Nblocks =

⌈
Nbits

mk

⌉
for Reed-Solomon codes and

Nblocks =

⌈
Nbits

k

⌉
for BCH codes.
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2.7 Modeling the fading environment

The signal strength that is obtained at the receiver depends on the environment in which
the signal is transmitted. When describing the effects of the environment a common model
is to separate these into three components. The first is path loss which simply means that,
as for any wave propagation, the power decreases with the distance, d, traveled. The power
is proportional to d−κ where κ is called the path loss exponent. In free space κ = 2, but
for other environments the exponent is usually greater than that. The second component is
called shadow fading. It describes the effects of large objects blocking the radio propagation
to the receiver, thus affecting the received signal strength. Shadow fading is usually modeled
as a log-normal distribution with a certain standard deviation which is superimposed on
the path loss. The third component is known as small-scale fading, which results from
the constructive and destructive interference of multiple radio waves that are present at the
receiver. It is especially noticeable when there is no Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and can cause large
variations in signal strength depending on the positions of the transmitter and receiver. Since
the phase difference between two rays determines whether the interference is constructive or
destructive movement on the order of a wavelength or less can drastically change the signal
strength.

The following two subsections describe two models that are commonly used to describe
small-scale fading: Rayleigh and Nakagami.

2.7.1 Rayleigh fading

Rayleigh fading is a fading model used to describe small-scale fading where there is no LOS
between a transmitter and a receiver. The received signal is modeled as multiple reflections
coming from angles equally distributed on a circle around the receiver. The many rays are
superposed at the receiver which results in destructive and constructive interference. The
resulting wave depends on the exact phase differences and changes with the position of the
receiver relative to the transmitter. The effect of this are characteristic deep drops in the
received signal magnitude at certain positions. Fading similar to Rayleigh fading is often
found in real-world applications where LOS is rare. Since the fading drops in Rayleigh
fading environments often are on the order of several tens of dB, it is very hard to guarantee
a minimum signal power level. The probability of bit errors increase dramatically during
these drops. Because of them, the BER observed in a Rayleigh channel would be higher
than in an LOS channel with equal average signal power.

The Rayleigh fading amplitude distribution, pR, is given by

pR(r) =
2r

Ω
e−r

2/Ω, (2.7)

where Ω is the averaged received power and r is the signal amplitude.

2.7.2 Nakagami model and parameter estimation

From empirical measurements it has been found that Nakagami fading is a good model
for describing radio channels [15]. The Nakagami model defines an amplitude or power
distribution that can be configured by the fading parameter, usually denoted m. Nakagami
fading can be used to model Rayleigh fading as a special case by setting m = 1 or an AWGN
channel by letting m go towards infinity. The higher the value of m, the more favorable are
the signal conditions. It is also possible to have an environment worse than Rayleigh fading
where m < 1. The minimum value of m in the Nakagami model is 0.5.
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The amplitude probability distribution, pR, is given by

pR(r) =
2

Γ(m)

(m
Ω

)m
r2m−1e−mr

2/Ω, (2.8)

where Ω is the average received power, m is the Nakagami fading parameter, Γ is the Gamma
function, and r is the signal amplitude. In order to use the Nakagami model the fading
parameter m must be estimated from empirical data. A maximum-likelihood estimation of
the m parameter is proposed in [15]. They derive a closed-form approximation of m which
is given by

m̂ =
6 +
√

36 + 48∆

24∆
,

where

∆ = ln

[
1

N

N∑
i=1

r2
i

]
− 1

N

N∑
i=1

ln r2
i ,

and ri are the received signal amplitude samples. This estimate is found to have good per-
formance compared with other known techniques for estimating the Nakagami m parameter.

2.8 Diversity

Diversity refers to independent fading experienced in different transmission paths. Here, path
refers to a separate channel in a communication link, which can for example be provided
by two antennas at the receiver side that differ in either polarization or location. The data
from one such transmission path will be referred to as a branch. Diversity of branches can
be used to improve the signal quality by combining information from multiple branches. If
the branches experience independent fading, then the information in the separate signals
will be different and complement one another. For example, if we consider two independent
branches, each of which is experiencing Rayleigh fading, then there is a good chance that the
deep magnitude drops will occur at different times in the two branches. Thus, by employing
diversity, there is a greater chance to successfully receive the message.

We distinguish between two types of gains that result from diversity combining: array
gain and diversity gain. Array gain refers to the gain in average SNR that is realized by
the combining. Diversity gain refers to the shape of the SNR probability distribution. The
diversity can be defined in terms of the probability that the SNR is below a certain threshold
value [16], which is known as the outage probability. This probability depends on the shape of
the probability distribution. If there is a large portion of weight under the outage threshold,
then the outage probability will be large. If the RSSI probability distribution changes into
a more favorable shape, so that the outage probability decreases, then a diversity gain has
been obtained. Note that diversity gain does not imply array gain — the average SNR may
stay constant while the shape of the probability density function changes. Both array gain
and diversity gain are important factors in diversity combining performance.

Independent fading paths can be obtained using either spatial diversity, where multiple
antennas are separated in space, or polarization diversity, where the polarization of the an-
tennas differ. Diversity can be used on the receiver as well as the transmitter side. There are
multiple schemes for combining the various diversity branches, including Selection Combin-
ing, Maximal Ratio Combining (MRC), and Equal-Gain Combining (EGC). These techniques
all require knowledge of the channel gain of the various paths and are therefore more readily
used on the receiver side, so called receiver diversity. There are other techniques aimed to be
used with transmitter diversity. We shall however not delve into this in the current report.

We shall use selection combining in this report as a means for analyzing the possible
diversity gains. This form of combining means that the branches are combined by simply
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selecting the one with the highest power at that time. According to [16], given M branches
of Rayleigh fading with equal average SNR, γ̄, selection combining yields a total average
SNR, γ̄Σ, given by

γ̄Σ = γ̄
M∑
i=1

1

i
. (2.9)

The value of the sum in equation (2.9) is the array gain. The array gain increases with
M but at a decreasing rate the larger M is. The largest gain is obtained when going from
M = 1 to M = 2, which gives an array gain of 1.5. In addition, the diversity gain from
selection combining when going from M = 1 to M = 2 is substantial [16].

2.9 The WirelessHART protocol

This section presents the concepts of WirelessHART that are relevant for the understanding
of this thesis.

2.9.1 Overview of WirelessHART

WirelessHART is a wireless extension of the HART protocol used in wired control. The
HART protocol is the leading standard in process control communication and is owned by
the HART Communication Foundation (HCF) which incorporates over 230 member com-
panies. In traditional HART the data is communicated via a 4-20 mA analog signal [2].
WirelessHART, which was released in September 2007, was developed to be backwards com-
patible with large existing market of HART enabled devices. Existing HART devices can
coexist in a wireless network by using a wireless adapter.

The network is designed to be a self-organizing and adaptive network. When adding a
new unit it is automatically incorporated into the network map and routing tables. It is
also designed to handle errors adaptively by allowing multiple routing options from source to
destination. In case the radio link between two nodes is in a bad state the message may then
be transmitted via a different set of nodes. WirelessHART also employs channel hopping in
a pseudo-random manner between 15 frequency channels in the 2.4 GHz ISM band.

WirelessHART is secure by means of the industry standard 128-bit AES encryption.
Encryption and authentication is used on the network layer providing end-to-end security
and preventing other nodes in the same network from decrypting the contents. Another level
of authentication is applied on the (Medium Access Control) MAC layer allowing all nodes
in the network to verify that a packet was sent from an authenticated network unit. The
MAC layer is not encrypted, however, and its content can be read by anyone outside the
network. The authentication algorithm generates a 4 byte field called the Message Integrity
Code (MIC) that depends on the packet contents as well as the encryption key. The receiver
verifies a received packet by matching the MIC field with the expected value. If the MIC
field is incorrect the packet is not accepted.

On top of that there is also a bit error check by means of a Cyclic Redundancy Check
(CRC). The CRC can detect bit errors that occur during transmission. It does not, however,
verify that a packet originated from a trusted device within the network.

2.9.2 Time slots and superframes

WirelessHART is a Time-Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol. The time domain is
divided into time slots of 10 ms. The transmission of packet must begin and complete within
a time slot according to a strict schedule as illustrated by Figure 1. The time allocated for
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Clear Channel Assessment (CCA), regular packet transmission and ACK packet reception is
governed by this schedule.

Furthermore, time slots are grouped into so called superframes, which contains the com-
munication schedule in the network. The superframes are repeated periodically. Node A
may for example transmit in time slot 1, while Node B is scheduled to transmit in time slot
2. Certain time slots are dedicated to retransmissions, in the case that it is needed. The
same schedule is then repeated in the next superframe.

There are different types of packets. Some are not acknowledged by the destination
node, for example broadcast packets. Typically, however, the destination node sends an
acknowledgement (ACK) packet at the end of the slot. This indicated in Figure 1 as TsAck.
If no ACK is received by the source node it may try to retransmit again in a later time slot
in the superframe.

TsMaxPacketTsRxTxTsCCAOffset
TsCCA

TsTxOffset
TsRxAckDelay

TsAckWait

TsAck

TsMaxPacket

TsRxOffset

TsAck

Source

Destination

TsRxWait TsTxAckDelay

Figure 1: Time slot schedule in WirelessHART for source and destination device.

2.9.3 Protocol layers

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model is a common network model that Wire-
lessHART is based on. It defines the various protocol layers found in a communication
stack. The layers used in WirelessHART are called physical layer, data link layer (also
referred to as MAC layer), network layer, transport layer, and application layer.

The purpose of the physical layer is to physically transmit the actual data bits, for
example using an electromagnetic wave. The transmission involves representing the bit
data with a waveform and modulating that waveform onto a carrier wave. A more detailed
description of the physical layer will be given in Subsection 2.9.4. The data link layer
contains information about the source and destination of the data packet on a node-to-
node level. On top of that is the network layer that enables packets to route through other
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nodes on its way to its final destination. The transport layer is responsible for reliable
communication between end-users of a network. Finally the application layer contains the
application specific commands. In the case of WirelessHART this is for example a command
number and measurement data.

Figures 2 and 3 show the structure of a regular packet and an ACK packet, respectively.
The byte size of the various field are indicated as well as the associated protocol layer. In
some cases the byte size can vary. An example is the address which can be either short or
long. The long address, consisting of eight bytes, is only used when a node is in the process
of joining the network. Once authenticated and connected, the node henceforth uses a short
address, 2 bytes, that is automatically assigned. To get an estimate of typical packet sizes,
consider the the minimum WirelessHART header size for a regular packet, using only the
short address versions and zero bytes in the optional routing field. The header fields space
requirements then add up to a total header size of 44 bytes. In addition to the headers, the
packet also includes a WirelessHART command or measurement data. An ACK packet adds
up to a total size of 25 bytes.

2.9.4 Details of the physical layer

The WirelessHART physical layer is based on the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 2.4 GHz specification.
It operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and its data rate is 250 kbits/s. The IEEE 802.15.4
standard specifies 26 channels, of which channel 11-25 can be used in WirelessHART. Channel
26 is not supported since it is not allowed by regulations in many countries. Data is sent in
units called packets and each packet begins with a physical header. It consists of a 5-byte
synchronization sequence followed by 1 byte indicating the length of the packet. Furthermore
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard uses a form Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) in which
four bits are grouped to form a symbol with values 0 to 15. These 16 symbols are mapped to
a sequence of 32 ones and zeros, called a chip sequence. It is this chip sequence that is then
modulated using Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (OQPSK), mapping two chips into
one modulation symbol (not to be confused with DSSS mapping symbols mentioned earlier).
Since a sequence of 32 chips corresponds to 4 bits the chip rate is 8 times the bit rate, i.e.,
2 Mchips/s.

In the IEEE 802.15.4-2006 standard a theoretical formula for DSSS with OQPSK mod-
ulations is provided. This formula yields a slightly different bit error probability (Pb) curve
than the ordinary (O)QPSK error probability formula. The theoretical bit error probability,
Pb, for ordinary OQPSK is

Pb = Q

(√
2
Eb
N0

)
, (2.10)

where the Q function is the tail probability of the standard normal distribution. That is,
Q(x) is the probability that a Gaussian variable of mean 0 and variance 1 will be larger than
x. The bit error probability, Pb, for the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for 2.4 GHz is given in the
specification [3] as

Pb =
8

15
× 1

16
×

16∑
k=2

−1k
(

16

k

)
e(20×SINR×( 1

k
−1)), (2.11)

where SINR is the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio.
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Number of Bytes Description

5 Synchronization sequence
]

Physical Header

1 Packet Length in Bytes

1 WirelessHART identifier (0x41) 

MAC Header

1 Address specifier

1 Sequence number

2 Network ID

2 or 8 MAC Destination address

2 or 8 MAC Source Address

1 DLPDU specifier

1 Network Control Byte 

Network Header

1 Time To Live

2 ASN Snippet

2 Graph ID

2 or 8 Network Destination Address

2 or 8 Network Source Address

0,2,4,6,8 or 10 Optional Proxy/Source Routing

1 Security Control

1 or 4 Counter

4 MIC

1 Transport Control
 Transport Header

1 Device Status

1 Extended Device Status

2 Command Number
 Application Layer

1 Byte Count

- Data

4 MIC
]

MAC Footer

2 CRC

Figure 2: Overview of the WirelessHART protocol structure and the various layers of a
regular packet.
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Number of Bytes Description

5 Synchronization sequence
]

Physical Header

1 Packet Length in Bytes

1 WirelessHART identifier (0x41) 

MAC Header

1 Address specifier

1 Sequence number

2 Network ID

2 or 8 MAC Destination address

2 or 8 MAC Source Address

1 DLPDU specifier

1 Response Code
]

ACK Payload

2 Time Adjustment

4 MIC
]

MAC Footer

2 CRC

Figure 3: Structure of a WirelessHART ACK packet.
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3 Method

This section describes the methods used to solve the problems described in Section 1.2,
namely improving reliability and reducing energy requirements. It is divided into three stand-
alone parts each of which is dealing with one particular area of research. These areas are:
slimming of the protocol headers in WirelessHART, evaluation of FEC codes, and industrial
experiments. The industrial experiments will focus on the impact of using polarization
diversity.

Energy cost will be a recurring topic in this report. The literature indicates that the
dominating source of energy expenditure is the signal processing and transmission performed
by the radio hardware rather than the processing costs of the Microcontroller Unit (MCU),
e.g., coding and decoding [17] [18]. We will evaluate the performance of various FEC codes
based on this assumption in this report. Furthermore, we note that the energy consumption
of modern radio hardware does not scale linearly with the radiated power. This is observed
in [19] where an empirical model is presented of the ratio between radiated power and power
consumed by the hardware. The maximum ratio is obtained when using maximum output
power.

This leads us to introduce two measures of energy when considering energy costs. The
first is the energy content in the radiated wave. This measure shall be referred to as the
signal energy and does not depend on any particular radio hardware specifications. The
second measure will be based on the actual current drawn by actual radio hardware. Thus,
it will be a better indicator of how much battery lifetime that is consumed, since the current
consumption is the most important in the lifetime of a battery [20]. Specifications from the
CC2420 radio chip datasheet [21] is used to convert between radiated power and current
drawn. We shall refer to this energy measure as the current consumption and it will be
measured in units of Ampere seconds. Since reception, not only transmission, is associated
with energy costs, current consumption shall account for both transmission and reception.
Table 2 presents the current drawn by the CC2420 radio for various transmitter powers.
As a comparison, the current drawn in receive mode is 19.4 mA, slightly higher than when
transmitting at full power (0 dBm).

Table 2: Current drawn by CC2420 radio chip for various transmitter power modes.

Transmit power (dBm) Current drawn (mA)

0 17.4

-5 14

-10 11

-15 9.9

-25 8.5

3.1 Slimming WirelessHART protocol headers

One aspect of decreasing energy requirements involves reviewing the structure of a Wire-
lessHART packet to find ways to save space. Reducing the packet size also reduces the
time the transmitter and receiver has to be active, which reduces energy expenditure. The
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overhead from protocol layer headers constitutes a large part of the total packet size. The
actual data may be a single floating point number of only 4 bytes. Along with that over
40 bytes of header information is transmitted. Removing header fields, if possible without
sacrificing functionality, would thus be very desirable. An estimate of possible byte savings
and its effect on performance in terms of error rates and energy consumption will be made.

3.2 Evaluation of FEC codes in MATLAB

The theoretical gains attainable by adding FEC codes to the WirelessHART protocol are
evaluated in MATLAB. An adaptive approach is used where knowledge of the current chan-
nel state is assumed and the FEC code strength is chosen accordingly. A number of different
coding types are compared and performance in terms of packet error rates, current con-
sumption and radiated signal energy is analyzed. A feedback scheme where accurate and
up-to-date CSI is available at the transmitter is assumed. In practice we will have to rely on
old CSI data and thus exact knowledge of the current CSI is not possible. We will investigate
how CSI can be incorporated into the ACK packets used in WirelessHART. In this way, the
existing framework of the protocol can be extended to provide CSI.

Both signal energy and current consumption as described above are used as the optimiza-
tion criterion. We are looking for the signal output power and the FEC code that minimizes
this criterion for a certain channel state. We do this for a range of channel states to obtain
a mapping from channel state to the most optimal combination of output power and FEC
code. The fixed parameters include the target PER and the number of retransmissions that
are allowed. Target PER designates the PER that is required after taking advantage of all
retransmissions. The target PER is set to 10−3 and the maximum number of allowed trans-
missions is set to 10. This means that for a certain combination of signal power and FEC
code to be considered the resulting packet error rate given 10 transmission attempts has to
be lower than 10−3. For all combinations that meet the target PER the expected number
of transmission is used to calculate the current consumption and signal energy. The current
consumption is calculated using the data specifications for the CC2420 chip, see Table 2.

The optimization method uses a measure of channel state between the transmitter and
the receiver, which shall be explained presently. Consider a protocol where the SNR is
registered by the receiver and then passed back in an ACK packet back to the sender. The
received SNR is dependent on the output power used by the transmitter. For the sender to
get a channel state measure independent of output power we define the Normalized Channel
State (NCS) as

NCS[dBm] = SNR[dB]− Pout[dBm], (3.1)

where Pout is the output power used by the transmitter. The SNR in dB is given by

SNR = Pout + PG−N, (3.2)

where PG is the path gain of the channel and N is the noise. Thus, relation (3.1) can also
be written

NCS = PG−N. (3.3)

The interpretations of this measure include SNR when transmitting at 0 dBm or simply path
gain minus noise.

In order to find an optimal FEC code and sender power for any given channel state all
possible permutations of transmission power and FEC code are evaluated. The resulting BER
and PER are obtained via the relations in equations (2.11) and (2.6), respectively. It should
be noted that these relations, and thus the FEC evaluations in this work, are only valid for
AWGN channels. The so obtained PER is then used to calculate the expected number of
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transmissions, R, required to meet the target PER. Multiplying R with the sender power used
and the time to transmit the packet gives us the energy requirements for delivering a packet.
Substituting transmitter power with current consumed by the transmitter in the CC2420
chip gives the total expected current consumption for delivering a packet. Optimizing for
current consumption or signal energy is then a matter of searching over all code and power
combinations for a given channel state. When estimating energy and current consumption
it is assumed that the amount consumed by the processing unit for coding and decoding is
small enough to be ignored, as explained in the introduction to this section (Section 3).

Incorporating FEC codes into the WirelessHART standard requires some protocol changes.
The FEC code used for the packet contents must be indicated somehow. Two protocol al-
terations are proposed and evaluated here.

The first and simplest one retains the physical layer of IEEE 802.15.4 with the 5 syn-
chronization bytes followed by one byte containing the length of the packet. This is followed
by one byte containing FEC information, specifying what FEC code to use to decode the
remaining data. It was assumed that this FEC information byte was also FEC coded using
some predetermined code. The uncoded length byte and the FEC information byte will
together be referred to as the coding header. We shall refer to this alteration as the Uncoded
Header Approach (UHA) since the length byte remains uncoded.

The second protocol alteration option diverges from 802.15.4 physical layer specification
in that it also codes the length byte together with the FEC information byte, creating a
coding header of length 2 bytes. We shall henceforth refer to this as the Coded Header
Approach (CHA). Again, the coding header was assumed to be coded with a predetermined
code. Some different possibilities of block codes and repetition codes will be examined to
find a simple code with minimal drop-off in error rates, when comparing to the error rates
of the remaining packet body.

The performance of these two approaches will be evaluated and compared.

3.3 Industrial measurements

Two measurement campaigns were undertaken in actual industrial environments to gather
data about real-life radio environments. The first campaign took place in a mining facility
in Garpenberg, Sweden, and the second one in a paper mill in Iggesund, Sweden. The
equipment used and the type of measurements carried out were the same at both sites. At
both locations there were two types of measurements made, which we shall refer to as the
node measurements and the rig measurements. They are both aimed at providing information
about the channel variability and the benefits of using polarization diversity.

The Garpenberg mine measurements were performed in a facility above ground, called
the flotation process, where various metals were extracted from the ore. The flotation process
comprised several floors. The rig measurements were performed on the bottom floor. Node
measurements were performed on the bottom floor as well as one of the upper floors. On the
bottom floor there were two big grinding wheels continuously rotating, causing variability in
the fading environment. In Iggesund the measurements took place in a facility where wood
pulp was transformed into cardboard paper. The room was several hundred meters in length
and there was a lot of movement from cranes, people, and big paper rolls.

The node and rig measurements are described in the following subsections.

3.3.1 Node measurements

The node measurements consisted of placing radio nodes throughout the facility. The nodes
used were Zolertia nodes equipped with a Chipcon CC2420 radio chip conforming to the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard and operating on 2.4 GHz. They were programmed to listen for
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small packets containing a sequence number. The received sequence number was stored
along with the RSSI value during packet reception. The sequence numbers were later used
to deduce the arrival time of the received packet. Packets were then transmitted from one
location with alternating polarizations, using a National Instruments signal generator. Two
sender polarizations were used, perpendicular to one another. Packets were sent twice every
second, i.e., one packet per second for each polarization, for a time period of 16 to 20 hours.

3.3.2 Rig measurements

The rig measurements were carried out with a fixed sender antenna and a receiver antenna
moved through an equally spaced grid of points. The grid volume had the shape of a cuboid.
Double-antennas were used at both the receiver end and the transmitter end. The double-
antenna consisted of two antennas with perpendicular polarizations. Let TX1 and TX2
denote the first and second transmission polarization, respectively. Let RX1 and RX2 denote
the first and seconds receiver polarization, respectively. The combinations possible are then
(TX1,RX1), (TX2,RX1), (TX2, RX2), and (TX1, RX2). As we can see, two polarizations
at both ends results in four combinations in total, each having potentially different fading
properties.

In contrast to the node measurements, here actual packets were not used. The commu-
nication consisted of a number of sinusoids spread over the frequency band of interest and
the measured property was again the RSSI. The RSSI values were then converted to channel
gains by normalizing with transmitter power used. In the dB scale, they relate as follows:

Channel gain = RSSI− PT , (3.4)

where PT is the transmitter power in dB.
Two frequency bands were measured, one in the 2.4 GHz region and one in the 868 MHz

region. This had to be done separately since the measurements on the two frequency bands
require different antennas.

At every point in the grid the considered frequency band was swept through generating
a short sinusoid for a number of frequencies in the band. This was performed for the four
different combinations of polarizations. The resulting cube of measurements can the be
visualized by extracting a certain frequency, a certain polarization combination, and a certain
two-dimensional plane and let the channel gain be represented by the height or color in that
point.

In order to realize these measurements a rig built for this particular purpose was used.
It consists of a horizontal frame placed on the ground. Attached to it, a trolley provides
movement in one horizontal direction, denoted the X-axis. The X-axis trolley spans a width
of roughly 2 meters. Another trolley spans the other horizontal direction, denoted the
Y-axis. A vertical trolley is mounted on the Y-axis trolley, enabling movement in the Z
direction. On this vertical trolley the receiver antenna is attached, which then can move
in all 3 dimensions. The movement was controlled by stepper motors. A photo of the
measurement rig is presented in Figure 4.

The rig measurements used a grid of dimensions 25 x 25 x 25 data points for the 2.4 GHz
band and 17 x 25 x 17 data points in the 868 MHz band. The distance between points were
1/8 of a wavelength in both cases, i.e., 15 mm for 2.4 GHz and 43 mm for 868 MHz. The
number of grid points and their relative distance was chosen as trade-off between resolution,
the number of wave lengths to span over, and the time it takes to move through all the
points in the measurement volume. With the chosen dimensions the time to perform a whole
measurement ranges between five and eight hours. The reason for not using 25 grid points
for all dimensions in the 868 MHz band is that the trolleys should not try to move outside
the dimensions of the construction, see Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Photo of the rig used in measurements.
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4 Results

This section is divided into three parts. It contains the results of removing header fields from
the WirelessHART protocol structure, the findings for the feasibility of CSI feedback and
adaptive FEC coding, and the experimental measurements employing polarization diversity.

4.1 Slimming WirelessHART protocol headers

Overviews of the protocol structures of a regular packet and an ACK packet are seen in
Figures 2 and 3. We will first consider the structure of the regular packet, as seen in Figure 2.
One obvious redundancy in the current protocol is the existence of both a CRC field and
an MIC field in the MAC layer. The purpose of the CRC is to detect bit errors that occur
in the transmission of the packet. A bit error would cause the CRC to be incorrect and the
packet will be rejected. But even without the CRC, bit errors would still cause the packet to
be rejected since the MIC check would fail. Without sacrificing any of the security layers the
2-byte CRC could be removed. The reason for having two separate checks for authentication
and bit errors might be to be able to make adjustments based on knowing that the channel
is bad as opposed to having an intruder sending unauthenticated messages. For example one
might use more transmission power or a stronger FEC code when encountering frequent CRC
failures. On the other hand one could argue that one could treat the MIC authentication
the same way, since in the majority of cases when the MIC would fail, it is because of bit
errors and not intruders in the network. Thus, from a performance perspective there is no
point in separating the MIC and CRC checks.

Another subject of discussion is whether it is necessary to include a separate layer of
encryption for end-to-end security on the network layer. It can be argued that it is not,
since WirelessHART already has an authentication mechanism for joining a network. This
network level authentication is guaranteed by the MAC level MIC. It might thus be possible
to do without the end-to-end encryption, and use encryption on the MAC layer instead.
Unauthenticated nodes would still not be able to read the packet data and the protocol
already makes sure that only trusted devices can join the network and send authenticated
data.

There are two types of addresses in WirelessHART, the network address and the MAC
address. The network addresses specify the end destination and the original source while the
MAC addresses specify the addresses of the current link in the route. A route can consist
of many hops through the network. The network layer addresses do not change between
hops, while the MAC addresses do. When transmitting to the final destination in a route,
the destination addresses in the MAC layer and the network layer are identical. Conversely,
when transmitting from the original source in a route, the source addresses in the MAC layer
and network layer are identical. In the other cases where intermediate devices are used to
route the packet to its destination, the addresses in the network and MAC layers will be
different. This means that it would be possible to omit the network layer address in the case
it equals the corresponding MAC address, thus saving a few bytes. The addresses that are
used once a node is registered on a network are 2 bytes in length.

To calculate the average gain from removing one of the fields in certain cases we consider
a route where a packet makes N hops to its destination, one hop meaning that the packet is
transmitted directly from source to destination, two hops meaning that one node is relaying
in between, and so on. In the general case with N hops the redundant source address is
omitted in the first hop and the redundant destination address is omitted in the last, Nth,
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hop. The byte savings are 2 bytes in the first hop and 2 bytes in the last hop of the route.
For all other cases we need both addresses so we save no additional space. The total byte
savings for the whole route is thus 4 bytes.

Since delivering data through an N hop route requires N packets in total, the average
savings per packet is 4/N bytes. Assuming a network of a certain topology with a known
value of N, one can calculate the exact average savings. In a network with only single-hop
transmissions the average savings are 4 bytes per packet. A network where all packets go
through 2 hops, the average savings are 2 bytes per packet. The average gain per packet
decreases with the number of hops. The actual gain is thus very dependent on the size and
structure of the network. For the subsequent performance evaluations we will assume that
on average 2 bytes are saved per packet, corresponding to a network where a typical route
from source to destination consists of two hops.

The address specifier byte could be used to indicate when the MAC address equals the
network address. This would require two bits, one for destination and one for source address.
Currently only two bits are used in the address specifier and this functionality could be added
without requiring adding an additional field.

It is very difficult to remove any more bytes without sacrificing functionality of the Wire-
lessHART protocol. The above-mentioned changes would result in the savings summarized
in Table 3.

Table 3: Summary of possible byte savings in the WirelessHART packet structure

Change Byte savings

Remove CRC 2

Remove network MIC 4

Avoid address duplication 2

Total 8

From Table 3 we could expect to able to save 8 bytes of header space. The impact of
this reduction in terms of energy can be calculated easily since the energy consumption of
the radio is roughly proportional to the length of the transmitted packet. Assume that a
data value consisting of four bytes is transmitted. From Figure 2 we see that the minimum
header size is 44 bytes. That brings the total packet size, including 4 bytes of data, to 48
bytes. Removing 8 bytes brings the packet down to 40 bytes. This corresponds to a packet
length reduction of around 17%. The same amount is the reduction in energy consumed for
both the transmitting and receiving device due to the shorter time that the radio device has
to be active.

The effects on reliability is seen by looking at the change in packet error rates. When
considering the error probability we assume that the 5-byte synchronization sequence is not
as sensitive to error as the actual data bits. Figure 5 shows the theoretical packet error rates
for both the original packet size of 48 bytes and the decreased packet size of 40 bytes. In
addition the error rates for a 20-byte packet has been added for comparison. It can be seen
that the dB gain from removing 8 bytes is minimal, on the scale of one tenth of a dB. In fact,
even though a packet is drastically reduced to 20 bytes the gain is still not more than 1 dB.
Although the dB gains seem small the PER at a fixed SNR does scale approximately with
the packet size. To see this we assume a BER of 10−6. The PER for a packet containing 48
bytes, i.e., 384 bits, is then given from equation (2.2):
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Figure 5: Packet error rates for varying packet sizes. The effect of removing 8 bytes yields
only minor changes in error probability.

PER = 1− (1− 10−6)384 ≈ 3.84 · 10−4. (4.1)

For a packet containing 40 bytes, i.e., 320 bits, the PER is given by

PER = 1− (1− 10−6)320 ≈ 3.20 · 10−4. (4.2)

The ratio of PERs in equations (4.2) and (4.1) is approximately 0.83. In other words, the
PER is decreased by 17%, the same as the packet size reduction.

The discussion above relates to savings in the structure of a regular packet. Furthermore,
the ACK packet structure, see Figure 3, can also be trimmed down somewhat. The address
duplication described for regular packets above does not apply to ACK packets since they
do not contain a network layer. Thus, neither does the ACK packet have a network MIC.
It does, however, contain both 2 CRC bytes and 4 MIC bytes on the MAC layer. Two
bytes could be freed by removing the CRC bytes and relying on the MIC only, by the same
rationale as for the regular packets. Additionally the DLPDU specifier could be merged with
the address specifier. The DLPDU specifier is one byte and contains two unused bits while
the address specifier currently only uses two bits out of eight. Merging these specifiers would
get rid of the unused bits and save one byte. In total the ACK packet size could be reduced
by three bytes to 23 from 26.

In most cases, after receiving a regular packet, the receiving node then responds by
sending an ACK packet back. The combined transmission length of the regular packet and
the ACK packet is 74 bytes. The combined savings possible are 11 bytes, 8 from the regular
packet and 3 from the ACK packets. This results in a total energy reduction of 15%.

4.2 Evaluation of FEC codes

The investigations of FEC codes and how to adaptively use them have been divided into
subsections, including analysis of the timings in a time slot, comparison of BCH and RS
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Table 4: Timings of a timeslot as specified by WirelessHART TDMA data link layer
specification.

Name Description Value

TsTxOffset The time between beginning of a slot and start of packet
transmission

2120 µs

TsRxOffset Start of the slot to when transceiver must be listening 1120 µs

TsRxWait The time to wait for start of message 2200 µs

TsMaxPacket Maximum packet length 4256 µs

TsTxAckDelay End of message to start of ACK 1000 µs

TxRxAckDelay End of message to when transceiver must be listening for
ACK

900 µs

TsAckWait The minimum time to wait for start of an ACK 400 µs

TsAck ACK (26 bytes) 832 µs

TsCCAOffset The time between start of slot and beginning of CCA
operation

1800 µs

TsCCA CCA detection time 128 µs

TsRxTx Time to change between receive and transmit mode 192 µs

codes, and energy gains when using optimal combination of transmitter power and code
type.

4.2.1 Time slot timings

In order to incorporate FEC coding into the WirelessHART protocol there must be a mech-
anism for CSI feedback. Using the ACK packet for this purpose is a possible solution, if it
is possible within the timing constraints of WirelessHART standard specification. All com-
munication must fit inside of the 10-millisecond time slots. Adding CSI to the ACK packet
will increase the packet size and the time requirements. Figure 1 illustrates a time slot and
the time offsets that dictate when transmissions between two nodes can occur. The standard
specifies maximum values for all the timings in the figure. The maximum values are defined
and explained in Table 4.

By summing these maximum values the total maximum time spent in a timeslot is ob-
tained. This value will be different for the source and destination device. For the source the
maximum time, Tmax,source, is given by:

Tmax,source = TsTxOffset+ TsMaxPacket+ TsRxAckDelay+

+ TsAckWait+ TsAck

= 2120µs+ 4256µs+ 900µs+ 400µs+ 832µs

= 8608µs. (4.3)

Similarly, on the destination side the maximum time, Tmax,dest, is given by:

Tmax,dest = TsRxOffset+ TsRxWait+ TsMaxPacket+ TsTxAckDelay + TsAck

= 1120µs+ 2200µs+ 4256µs+ 1000µs+ 832µs

= 9408µs (4.4)
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The limiting factor is thus the time available at the destination side. With a timeslot of
10000 µs and 9408 µs occupied there are 592 µs left unused. The number of bytes that can
be sent in that time, Nbytes, is calculated as follows:

Nbytes =

⌊
592µs× 250kbits/s

8bits/byte

⌋
= 18 bytes. (4.5)

Additionally, as described previously, three bytes could potentially be removed from the
ACK packet specification. The available extra space in the ACK packet would then be 21
bytes. This space will be needed to include CSI, which would be 1 or 2 bytes. Furthermore, it
also allows for the size increase imposed by the use of a FEC code without reaching the time
limit of the time slot. ACK packets are usually fixed in length and uses 2-byte addresses.
The exception is in the so called join procedure, when a node is about to register itself
with the network. Then the addresses used are 8 bytes long. Once a node has joined, it is
allocated a unique 2-byte address. Accounting for the possibility of 8-byte addresses, 6 extra
bytes will be needed. These extra bytes limit what FEC code strength can be used on the
packets. The same problem arises for regular packets that can vary considerably in length.
Depending on the packet length some of the otherwise possible FEC code options will have
to be discarded, since the resulting packet would exceed the maximum length, 127 bytes.

4.2.2 Comparison of BCH and RS coding

In order to compare the performance of BCH and RS coding a simple simulation was per-
formed. The simulation consisted of modulating a bit signal, disregarding the DSSS of
802.15.4 for simplicity since the purpose was merely to compare RS and BCH in general.
Two scenarios with one difference were tested. In the first case the OQPSK modulation
symbols were Gray encoded, leading to a symbol error to cause only one bit error in the
majority of cases. We shall refer to this as the AWGN channel here. The other case used
binary encoding causing an OQPSK symbol error to often result in both bits being wrong.
Consequently, in this case bit errors will often come in bursts of two bits. We shall refer
to this as the bursty channel. Figure 6 shows a simulation of the performance of BCH and
RS codes in the bursty channel and the AWGN channel. In the AWGN channel BCH codes
perform better than RS codes. Conversely, in the bursty channel the performance of the
BCH code is worse than that of the RS code, which is almost unaffected compared to the
AWGN channel. The difference between BCH codes in the bursty channel and the AWGN
channel with PER fixed to 10−2 is almost 2 dB. The RS code used was RS(n=15,k=11),
resulting in a block length of 44 information bits and 60 coded bits and code rate 0.73. The
BCH code was a BCH(n=63,k=45) having a block length of 45 information bits and 63 coded
bits, with code rate 0.71. The code rates are close enough for the comparison to be fair.

Whether BCH or RS codes should be used depends on whether the radio environment
in which the sensor network is deployed exhibits bursts of bit errors or not. Since we cannot
say which is the case, both RS and BCH codes will be evaluated in this report.

4.2.3 Coding the packet length and FEC information byte

In Section 3.2 we introduced the coding header, which contains the length of the packet and
a FEC information byte indicating what FEC code is used for the remaining packet payload.
The coding header itself could potentially be encoded, but the code used would have to be
predefined and standardized. Everything not part of the coding header will be referred to
as the payload. This includes all the WirelessHART header fields. Two different approaches
to handling the coding header were presented in Section 3 with varying compatibility of the
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Figure 6: RS and BCH code performance in a bursty channel and an AWGN channel.

existing physical layer standard of IEEE 802.15.4. We shall refer to them here as the Uncoded
Header Approach (UHA) and the Coded Header Approach (CHA). They are outlined below.

• UHA: Use 1 uncoded byte for the length of the packet as per the 802.15.4 standard.
Use a predetermined BCH code on the FEC information byte and length of decoded
message byte.

• CHA: Use 2 coded bytes, both the packet byte and the FEC information byte are
coded. This disregards the current IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer where the length byte
is uncoded.

The coding of the payload does not differ between the two approaches.
For CHA a few different codes were evaluated for the header. These include repetition

codes and BCH(31,16). Using RS(63,29) for coding the packet contents, the impact of using
various coding headers were compared. The payload is coded with RS(63,29) for all cases.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the two approaches, as well as a comparison of different
code types for the header in the CHA. At a constant PER of 10−4 the required SNR differs
approximately 4 dB between the case where all bytes are coded and the case where one byte
is left uncoded. Whether only one byte or three bytes are left uncoded does not impact the
performance by more than half a dB. It is thus greatly beneficial to be able to deviate from
the 802.15.4 standard, and code all bytes, when introducing FEC codes. Otherwise the dB
gains are limited to around 1 dB compared with the uncoded-header case for this PER. Being
able to use either repetition coding or BCH coding on the coding header is seen to be very
beneficial. Repetition codes with code rates 1/2 and 1/3 are presented in Figure 7. With
a code rate 1/3 the total packet error rate follows closely the theoretically optimal curve,
where header errors are assumed to be non-existent. The BCH(31,16) code is used since it
has minimal overhead when coding a 2-byte block because it matches the block size of the
BCH code. Using a more powerful BCH code would lead to the coded block size having to
be 63 bits, or 8 bytes when rounded up, since the n parameter must satisfy n = 2m − 1.
Repetition coding with a factor 3 seems to be strong enough to not be a bottleneck even for
a relatively strong payload coding such as RS(63,29).
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Figure 7: Packet error rates for a RS(63,29) coded payload of 60 bytes using different
coding headers (1-3 bytes). For reference the performance of uncoded payload is included
along with the case when no header errors are encountered (”Only payload (coded)”).

We conclude that coding all bytes of the header is crucial for good performance and that
repetition codes with code rate 1/3 is a good candidate for header coding.

4.2.4 Optimizing signal energy and current consumption

This section presents the optimized signal energy and current consumption results. As
explained in Section 3, we distinguish between current consumption and signal energy, where
signal energy refers to the actual energy in the transmitted signal and current refers to what
is consumed by the radio hardware. This distinction affects what transmission scheme is
optimal, as we will see below.

The packets are assumed to be of length 60 bytes, uncoded. The packet is then coded in
different ways resulting in varying sizes of 60 bytes or more, depending on code type. Stronger
codes means longer packets and higher transmission cost due to longer transmission time.
Stronger coding will thus only be beneficial if the PER improvements outweigh the extra
transmission time. This is determined by looking at the expected number of transmissions
needed to achieve a certain PER, which we call the target PER. The target PER was set to
10−3. The total number of transmission attempts were set to 10. The optimization process
results in two types of plots. The first type shows the expected energy consumed for a range
of channel gains. Different channel gains can use different code types and code strengths, if
beneficial. The other type shows the corresponding PER for the same set of code types and
code strengths.

Figure 8a and Figure 8b show the expected current consumption for CHA and UHA,
respectively. Battery is saved in good channel conditions for both UHA and CHA because
transmission power can be lowered adaptively, as indicated by the thick, black curve. This
curve is the result of choosing the optimal combination of transmission power and coding
type. Using either header approach, transmitting an uncoded payload at 0 dBm is costly
when the channel state is below -1 dB. Under this limit the expected current consumption
increases rapidly because of the high PER. Using adaptive coding and power we are able to
transmit packets to around the -4 dB mark, a gain of 3 dB.
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Figure 8: Expected current consumption for transmitting a packet with payload size 60
bytes in varying channel conditions.

The differing performance between CHA and UHA is illustrated more clearly in Figure 9.
Figure 9a shows the energy consumption of the adaptive scheme for both UHA and CHA.
For channel states below -2 dB, using a coded header is beneficial for current consumption.
In channel states above -2 dB, however, slightly more battery current is required with CHA.
This is due to the extra bytes that are added when coding the header and that retransmissions
are rarely needed even for uncoded headers. It should be noted that Figure 9a only shows
the current consumption needed to meet the requirement that the total PER < 10−3. The
total PER after allowing 10 transmission attemps is shown in Figure 9b. The same optimal
transmitter power and code combinations as in Figure 9a has been used to calculate the PER
for all channel states. The PER is significantly smaller for CHA than for UHA, many times
by at least a factor 10. This is in agreement with Figure 7 and emphasizes the importance
of coding the header, as in CHA.

If we instead of using the current consumption turn our attention to the signal energy,
the actual energy of the electromanetic signal, the gains from adaptive coding and power
are clearer. This is seen in Figure 10. Again, we investigate the two approaches UHA and
CHA. As before, differences between the two approaches are not pronounced when looking at
the expected energy consumption. Both cases, however, show a significant improvement of
using adaptive code and power when comparing to transmitting at a maximum power with
no coding. As the channel conditions improve, adaptively changing code type and power
reduces the signal energy required by order of magnitudes. This is in contrast to the small
gains in current consumption that were attained when improving the channel state. The
differing results are due to the nonlinearity between signal power and current drawn by the
CC2420 chip, as seen in Table 2. Although reducing the signal energy only lowers the current
consumption marginally, the reduction in signal energy can still be important since it affects
signal interference when multiple networks must coexist.

The difference of the optimal signal energy scheme between CHA and UHA is seen in
Figure 11. The signal energy required for transmitting a packet successfully is seen in
Figure 11a. In bad channel states around -4 dB CHA consumes slightly less energy than
UHA. Similarly to the results of the battery optimized scheme, UHA is sometimes more
efficient for better channel states. Look for example at the 5 dB channel state to see this.
As before, this is due to the extra bytes imposed by the header code and the low PER even
for uncoded headers. Figure 11b shows the PER when allowing 10 transmissions. Here,
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Figure 9: Comparison between coded header and uncoded header performance when using
the current consumption optimal adaptive scheme.

the importance of coding the coding header is more apparent. The PER for CHA is many
order of magnitudes better than UHA. This is especially pronounced in worse channel states.
Coding the header as in CHA yields significant performance gains, which is consistent with
the PER results presented in Figure 7 and the current consumption results in Figure 9.

4.3 Industrial radio channel measurements

We now turn our attention to the the experimental measurements. The measurement cam-
paigns were conducted to collect information about the variability of radio channels in in-
dustrial environments where WirelessHART potentially could be used in the future. In
particular, the impact of polarization diversity on the variability was evaluated. As men-
tioned in Section 3.3 two types of measurements were made — node and rig measurements.
The measurement results are divided into the rig and node measurements subsections.

4.3.1 Rig measurements

The rig measurements were aimed at capturing the varying small-scale fading that occur from
moving the receiver antenna. We measured the RSSI values at all points in a 3-dimensional
grid for the different combinations of receiver and transmitter polarization, as explained
in Section 3.3.2. From the RSSI we can calculate the channel gain given the transmitter
power, see equation (3.4). The rig measurement employed two different polarizations for
both transmitter and receiver. Since not all measurement points could be sampled at the
same time the measurements may also capture some time dependent fading characteristics.
Measuring the whole grid volume took between 5 and 8 hours.

When looking at the data one spatial plane of the measurement volume is extracted
and for each point the channel gain value is mapped to the vertical axis, resulting in a 3-
dimensional surface plot. Depending on along which axis the plane is chosen the time spread
between the measurement points can be reduced to the order of minutes instead of hours.
In this way we get an indication of what a time snapshot of the spatial fading looks like. In
the event that the spatial fading changes during our measurement, the data still provides
insight into the variability of the environment that is encountered in an industrial setting.
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Figure 10: Expected signal energy for transmitting a packet with payload size 60 bytes in
varying channel conditions.
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Figure 11: Comparison between coded header and uncoded header performance when
using the signal energy optimal adaptive scheme.
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The results seem to indicate a fairly typical standing wave pattern and it is likely that the
result to a large extent is close to what a snapshot in time would look like.

The results from the measurements on the ISM bands at 2.4 Ghz and 868 MHz will
be illustrated with examples from both the Garpenberg mine and the Iggesund paper mill.
When describing the results we will use the terms average, standard deviation, and spread.
Average is simply the mean value of the channel gain values in dB. Standard deviation refers
to the sample standard deviation of the channel gain values in dB. We define spread as the
difference between the smallest and greatest registered gain values in dB. Standard deviation
and spread are both measures that describe the variability of the channel. The polarizations
used will be indicated as (X,Y) and XY, where X denotes the sender polarization and Y
denotes the receiver polarization. In some cases V and H are used to denote vertical and
horizontal polarization, respectively. In others, such information is not available. Generic
letters and number will then be used instead, e.g., (A,2), denoting sender polarization A and
receiver polarization 2.

We will also consider the Nakagami-m parameter of the individual polarization branches
and the selection combined resulting Nakagami-m. In [18] the inherent diversity order of a
Nakagami-m channel is said to be Nakagami-m. Furtermore, a diversity gain, ∆, from com-
bining multiple channels with Nakagami-m, m, results in a combined channel with diversity
order ∆m. From [16] we know that the maximum diversity gain using M branches is M ,
which is known as full diversity order. In other words, given M Nakagami fading branches
with m = 1 and full diversity order we could optimally obtain a combined channel with
Nakagami-m = M . This is useful as a reference when studying the actual diversity gains
from the measurements. In general we do not expect to achieve full diversity order since the
4 polarizations likely are not completely independent in their fading.

Figure 12 shows a measurement plane obtained at the Iggesund paper mill on the 2.4 GHz
band. At the top are the four polarization combinations shown separately and at the bottom
of the figure the result from selection combining is presented. The average channel gain
on the separate polarizations ranges from -88.6 dB to -91.5 dB. Using selection combining
the average is increased to -84 dB, an increase of between 3 and 6 dB compared with the
individual polarizations. The standard deviation and spread, in figure indicated by std dev
and Delta max, respectively, are also decreased by diversity combining. Standard deviations
range from 5.4 to 6 dB in the individual polarization channels. Combined, the standard
deviation is 2.8 dB. The effect on the spread is that the range from 34.6 to 48.8 dB is reduced
to 16.9 dB. The Nakagami-m parameter increases from a maximum of 1.02 to 2.79 when
combining. This indicates that the different polarizations to a large extent fade independently
and that polarization diversity is greatly beneficial. If they where completely independent
with equal average and m = 1 separately, one would expect the selection combined Nakagami-
m to be 4, the number of polarizations, as explained above.

A similar result is obtained on the 868 MHz band at the Iggesund paper mill, illustrated
in Figure 13. In this frequency band and this particular plane the average channel gains
in the separate polarizations fall inside a range from -73.7 dB to -81.5 dB. The selection
combined channel gain achieves an average of -72.7 dB. The small gain compared to the
best single polarization is due to one particular polarization having a significantly higher
average than the other polarizations. The standard deviations separately are between 5 dB
and 5.3 dB while the selection combined data reduces the standard deviation to 3.8 dB.
The spread between the maximum and the minimum value shows the largest improvement.
While the separate polarizations show a spread between 30 dB and 35 dB, selection combining
reduces the spread to 17.8 dB. Even though the standard deviation and average gain did
not improve by more than 1 dB the spread is reduced drastically. This fact indicates that
selection combining eliminates a small, but deep, fade. The occurrence of the fade, while
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Figure 12: Iggesund 2.4 GHz - Example of a measurement plane showing 4 different
polarizations separately and a selection combined version.

not having a significant impact on the average gain, will still cause a high probability of bit
errors if transmitting while in that particular state. The Nakagami-m parameter is increased
to 1.45 from 1.3, see the polarization HV. This rather minor increase can be explained by
the fact that polarization HH has a higher mean than the other polarizations, which then
will not contribute as much to the total selection combined result.

Figure 14 illustrates a measurement plane from the Garpenberg mine on the 2.4 GHz
frequency band. In this particular placement of the antenna equipment it can be seen
that one sender polarization, denoted B in the figure, has an overall lower gain than the
polarization A. As a consequence the gains from selection combining is not that as big
as seen in the previous environments, since mostly the contributions come from the two
polarizations where sender A was used. We note that the average channel gain in the separate
polarizations ranges between -104.5 dB and -88.4 dB. This average is increased to -87.2 dB
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Figure 13: Iggesund 868 MHz - Example of a measurement plane showing 4 different
polarizations separately and a selection combined version.

with selection combining. Although the average did not show much improvement to the
best single polarization, the benefits of having two sender polarizations are still significant
when comparing to the worst-case scenario — sender polarization B. Comparing sender
polarization (B,2) to the selection combined result, the spread is 22 dB for polarization
(B,2) and 20.8 for the selection combined case. More notably, the average gain increased
from -102.1 dB to -87 dB in the same comparison. Because of the differing average of
the two sender polarizations in Figure 14, it might be more useful to focus on the receiver
diversity in this case with only sender polarization A considered. Since it is mostly sender
polarization A that contributes to the selection combined total channel gain, this gives a
better understanding of what can be gained from diversity combining. The spread can then
be said to range from 32.3 dB to 34.9 dB for separate polarizations, while selection combining
reduces this to 20.8 dB. The standard deviation decreases from lying between 5.2 dB and
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5.7 dB, to 3.9 dB. The Nakagami-m parameter improves from range a of 1.06-1.18 to 1.66,
which is considerably better than the close to Rayleigh fading environment obtained for a
single polarization.

The large difference in average gain between the two sender polarizations indicate that
in this particular case, using sender polarization is better than receiver polarization. It also
indicates that there is a shadowing effect that affects one polarization more, rather than that
the small-scale fading is different.
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Figure 14: Garpenberg 2.4 GHz - Example of a measurement plane showing 4 different
polarizations separately and a selection combined version.

Figure 15 shows the result of the rig measurements on the 868 MHz band in Garpenberg.
For individual polarizations, the averages in channel gain fall between -72.8 dB and -78.3 dB
for the various polarizations. With selection combining this is improved to -70.4 dB, an
improvement of 2.4 dB compared to the best case polarization. The standard deviation
is reduced from a range between 5.1 dB and 6.2 dB to 2.9 dB. The spread between the
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minimum and the maximum value is in a range between 38.8 dB and 37.2 dB for the separate
polarizations. With selection combining the spread is reduced to 14.7 dB. The Nakagami-m
parameter shows a significant increase from approximately 1 for all the separate polarizations
to 2.42 with selection combining. A significantly smoother channel, without the deep fades
characteristic of Rayleigh fading, is obtained.
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Figure 15: Garpenberg 868 MHz - Example of a measurement plane showing 4 different
polarizations separately and a selection combined version.
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The improvements realized by selection combining are summarized in Table 5. Note that
the results on 2.4 GHz in Garpenberg exclude one of the sender polarizations since its mean
was significantly lower. Thus, this sender polarization does not contribute to the selection
combined total. It would be misleading to compare its spread and Nakagami-m values to
the results of the selection combining.

The conclusions are that the diversity combining greatly improves the spread between the
minimum and the maximum observed channel gain. The improvement is between 11.5 and
17.7 dB. It also increases the average channel gain between 0.8 and 4 dB. The Nakagami-m
parameter is also increased, which indicates that the small-scale fading differs between polar-
izations. In summary, the variability of the received signal is decreased and the occurrences
of deep drops in signal power are reduced. This has positive effects on the expected BER
and PER. Thus, diversity combining with polarization diversity is very advantageous in the
environments we measured. It should be noted that for the Garpenberg 2.4 GHz measure-
ments, there was a large difference in shadowing for different sender polarizations, indicating
that sender polarization is especially useful when reducing channel variability.

Table 5: Summary of improvements obtained from selection combining of rig measurements.

Parameter Best polar-
ization

Selection
combining

Improve-
ment

Iggesund 2.4 GHz

Average -88.6 dB -84.6 dB 4 dB

Spread 34.6 dB 16.9 dB 17.7 dB

Nakagami m 1.02 2.79 -

Iggesund 868 MHz

Average -73.7 dB -72.7 dB 1 dB

Spread 30.0 dB 17.8 dB 12.2 dB

Nakagami m 1.30 1.45 -

Garpenberg 2.4 GHz *

Average -88.4 dB -87.2 dB 0.8 dB

Spread 32.3 dB 20.8 dB 11.5 dB

Nakagami m 1.18 1.66 -

Garpenberg 868 MHz

Average -72.8 dB -70.4 dB 2.4 dB

Spread 30.8 dB 14.7 dB 16.1 dB

Nakagami m 1.10 2.42 -

* Disregarding the sender polarization with distinctly lower channel gain for a more mean-
ingful comparison.

4.3.2 Node measurements

The node measurements consisted of placing nodes around the plant and measuring the
RSSI values over time. The node measurements can be used to gather information about
time dependent as well and space dependent variations in RSSI. Furthermore, the impact of
polarization can also be evaluated. Two sender polarizations were used. In most cases no,
receiver polarization was considered. We will present some of the RSSI data gathered by the
sensor nodes mounted at various places at the Iggesund paper mill and at the Garpenberg
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mine. The selected examples are chosen to capture the most important characteristics of the
node measurement results. The graphs shown for RSSI data over time have all been low-pass
filtered for improved clarity.

Figure 16 shows the RSSI for nodes number 5 and 6 from the measurements at the
Iggesund paper mill. The two nodes were connected to the same double-antenna but with
receiver polarizations perpendicular to each other. In other words, the two nodes represent
receiver diversity. For this particular node location the second polarization on the sender
side and on the receiver node 5 turned out to give the highest RSSI at almost all times.
Comparing with the worst case scenario the gain is considerable, see the light blue and dark
green curves of Figure 16. In some cases the RSSI improvement is 25 dB. These gains are
mainly due to the sender diversity in this case. The receiver diversity is a lot smaller most
of the time, see the light blue and the light green curves of Figure 16. An exception is at
the 12 hour mark where the difference in receiver polarization is almost 15 dB for sender
polarization 2.
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Figure 16: RSSI over time for nodes number 5 and 6 at the Iggesund paper mill. The
different nodes indicate receiver polarization.

From the Garpenberg mine measurements we find an example of a receiver node where
the best polarization is different at different times. Figure 17 shows this for node number
6 at the Garpenberg mine on the lower floor. At 17.5 hours the sender polarization 1 is
approximately 5 dB better than sender polarization 2. At around the 20-hour mark the roles
are reversed and polarization 2 beats polarization 1 by almost 25 dB.

The above examples showcases nodes where polarization diversity yields large gains in
RSSI. Many of the remaining nodes showed similar gains from polarization diversity as
shown here, for certain time spans. Another common situation is that the RSSI difference
between sender polarizations are rather small, less than 5 dB, for the majority of the 20
hour measurement. Even in those cases it is common to find durations of several hours
where the difference increases to 10 and 15 dB. Which one of the polarizations that is best
also differs depending on time and node locations. Figure 18 shows two example nodes
from Garpenberg. In Figure 18a it is seen that for node 19 polarization 1 is better than
polarization 2 for most of the measurement time. The opposite is true for node 24, where
polarization 2 is a couple of dB better most of the time. The advantages of diversity are
apparent in the last hour of the measurements where one of the sender polarizations suddenly
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Figure 17: Example of a node from Garpenberg lower floor showing optimal polarization
varying in time.

becomes a lot worse. Polarization 2 receives RSSI values approximately 10 dB higher during
this time. The appearance of the graphs of node 19 and 24 supports the argument for using
polarization diversity since sudden shadowing effects may severely lower the RSSI, but may
not necessarily affect both polarizations.

The node graphics presented in this section capture the most common behavior of the
node curves of the whole set of nodes. We conclude that polarization diversity offers large
gains, on the order of tens of dB. Although not true for all cases, the general tendency is
that using sender polarization yields greater gains than receiver polarization.
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Figure 18: Two nodes from Garpenberg lower floor. The best polarization choice differ
between the nodes.
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5 Conclusions

We set out to investigate the impact of three possible improvements to the WirelessHART
protocol: polarization diversity, adaptive FEC coding and power, and reduction of protocol
overhead. The results show that the greatest gains in terms of dB can be attained through
polarization diversity. The improvement in average channel gain for severe cases are on the
order of tens of decibels. Additionally, the variability is reduced drastically and the fading
distribution is more favorable, reducing the probability of severe fading dips. Polarization
diversity should strongly be considered when designing wireless sensor networks for indus-
trial environments. The results indicate that sender diversity may be preferable to receiver
diversity.

Adaptive FEC coding was found to decrease current consumption and improve reliability.
Channel gains are around 3 dB, indicating that successful communication can be maintained
3 dB below what is possible with uncoded transmission. The gains in current consumption
are restricted by the non-linear nature of the power consumption of available radio hardware
— reducing signal power only marginally reduces the current consumption. On the other
hand, the adaptive coding scheme significantly decreases the energy contained in the radio
signal, which is beneficial for coexistence of multiple networks.

The attempt to decrease the overhead of protocol headers of WirelessHART yielded a
possible reduction by 8 bytes for regular packets and 3 bytes for ACK packets. This results
in a decrease in energy consumption by approximately 15%. The effect on packet error
probability is also 15%. This corresponds to a channel gain on the order of 1/10 dB.

The combination of polarization diversity and adaptive FEC coding feedback is a promis-
ing approach. The effectiveness of CSI feedback is limited by the changing channel and uti-
lizing the polarization diversity decreases the variance of the channel and should therefore
improve the accuracy and the reliability of the CSI values reported in the feedback scheme.

The FEC coding gains differs between RS and BCH codes. The results indicate that BCH
codes are preferable in AWGN channels. In a lot of research papers, however, it is assumed
that typical channels are not AWGN and generally contains bursts of errors, in which case
RS is better. The RS codes were shown to cope much better with burst errors and would
thus be the safer choice.

A very important result with regard to the FEC coding is that leaving some of the
transmitted bytes uncoded degrades the performance severely, even if it is only one byte in
a packet of 60 bytes. This poses a problem for the necessary header information such as
packet length and FEC coding type used. Using a simple coding for the FEC header such
as soft-decoded repetition coding is a possible solution. This is not possible with the current
802.15.4 physical layer specification where at least the packet length would have to remain
uncoded. It should be noted that this severely diminishes the returns from using a FEC
scheme.
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6 Future work

While RS codes are more resistant to burst errors than the BCH code, the nature of real-
world environments are not known. It would be beneficial to further investigate typical
industrial environments and the burstiness of errors in order to decide whether RS codes
should be used rather than BCH codes. An alternative to RS codes is to consider BCH
codes in conjunction with interleaving. If interleaving is enough to mitigate burst errors,
then they will, as we have seen here, perform better than RS codes. The latency introduced
by the use of interleaving would have to be acceptable for the application considered. In the
example of WirelessHART, the packet must be decoded and an ACK packet must be sent
back within a specific time frame. This places demands on the microchip hardware in the
nodes.

The theoretical analysis of various FEC codes in this work assumes that the processing
energy is much smaller than the transmission energy. This has served as a basis for analyzing
what coding gains that are possible. In order to develop a definitive table of codes to be
used in a future standard for WirelessHART, however, the processing costs of the different
FEC codes should be studied carefully. The energy estimation code developed in MATLAB
for this work could be extended to to include these additional costs. According to [22] the
startup energy of the radio can make up a significant part of the energy expenditure. It
should also be included in a more refined model.

The results presented for FEC performance are all assuming that the CSI is still correct
when the packet is transmitted. This is not necessarily true in a changing environment. To
improve the performance of adaptive coding and power a method given past information for
predicting future channel states should be investigated. A problem relating to this is also
the nature of WirelessHART which employs channel hopping in a pseudo-random manner
between the 15 available channels. The channel state in one channel may not necessarily
be a good indication of other channels. If correlation is insufficient a node will have to go
through the remaining 14 channels before being able to fully use the CSI of the previous
transmission. How good the correlation in fading is between channels is a subject for further
investigation.
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